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Christmas isn't Just Foir Mdsl Give your friend a subscription to NORTHERN JUNKET i Only $4.53 for the next
10 issues.

HERITAGE DANCES OF EAPJiY A^ffiRICA. My newest contra dan
ce book. Send me your check of money order for $5.50 &
I'll mail you an autographed copy by return mail. THE
COUNTRY DANCE BOOK. The first dance book I wrote, now
being re-issued. Send me yoxir check or money order for
^5 •SO and I'll send you an autographed copy by return
mall. GR $10.00 for both to one address, Ralph Page,
117 Washington St, Keene, N.H, 03^31.

TAKE IT OR
LEAVE IT
Two exciting things are becoming
clear in this Bicentennial Year
of sqtiare dancing. • at least in
New England.
!• The great inter•--X
est in the old Heritage lances of
the yoTing college-aged dancers. They've taken them to
their hearts in a manner that has to "be seen to "be "believed. And, moreover, they're dancing them extremely
v/ell too. The moderate tempo of the older contras has
grabbed them and they continually come up to me saying
how elegant they feel when dancing them at a relaxed
tempo. As far as contra and traditional dancing is concerned, they are the wave of the future. Ali of you
"gung-hp" modem club-style square dancers, with your
hundreds of complex narching manoevers, enjoy yourselves - it*s later than you thinkl
2. Along with the interest in traditional dances has come a fantastic outpouring of interest, again, amdng the college-aged and
younger people, in playing the tunes. I've never seen
BO much interest in live music as there is here in the
New England area. I'll go out on a limb and say that I
believe that there are more excellent musicians around
here than ever before in the history of square dancing.

f^fff

.-

And, not to be outdone, some truly great young callers
are becoming known. Traditional and contra dancing is
in good hands and will continue to be around for many,
many years to come.

Sincerely

Ralph

TIJS

PilJC.^

Of

by ED BUTMHOF
Sqiiare dancing can "be fiia, but is
modern western
square dancing really dancing? I "believe not, and I off
er four observations, not necessarily unique and certainly not indisputable, for your consideration and dis
cussion.

My wife and I ,ove to dance, all kinds of dancing,
and we are one of the very few couples I know who have
maintained bonds with the folk dojice and the traditional square dance communities as well as the modern western one.
My first observation is that most western
Square dancers (and callers) are unaware that the other
communities ar.d their adherents es:istl
Witness the
cries of ciib-^age fi^om wes^^ei-n dan^^n^s wh:*^ tha inage of
square dancing as they know it i3 associated with the
barn, with non-square danas clothes, or with high-kicking, hand-clapping, swinging or other high Jinks, Actually, that kind of square dancing still exists and prob
ab^y has a stronger claim bo the name sqtiare dancing
than does the more sedate modern version.
It also may
have a better claim to be "dancing" since the calls are
more apt to be timed so as to allow movement within the
structure of the music, Tho ps'-t id pants smile, laugh,
and thorotj^hly enjoy themselves - it's funi
Ta my calling programs, J attempt to combine the
dattclng ti-aditi ons , nB±ng folk dances as well

various

as rounds and using contras and traditional square s to
add variety to a western square dance program.
I find
this difficult at first with many clubs, and my second
observation is that most of our current western dancers
have not been trained by their callers to dance . The em
phasis in western dancing is on position. A given figure takes one from position A to position B. If one
gets to the proper position in the alloted time (usually as quickly as possible), one has done the figure cor
rectly. Nothing is said about how one gets there, musically. Most western dancers seem oblivious to the music.
The froims of concentration on their faces as they seek
the proper spot on the
floor allow no feel for working
with the beat or the 0irase of the music.
Watch some
squares rush through a grand square and have three or
four beats of music left overl There's no music "feel",
jt^t a pattern to be traced on the floor as quickly as
possible. Sven round dancers often are so busy listening to the cuer that the music is merely background,
not something guiding and lending meaning to their move
ments. In traditional squares or in contras, on the oth
er hand, positions get fudged, extra twirls or trimmings may be added, but music is the guiding and controlling factor.
\\

//

Whose fault is it that this is no longer 'true in
modern square dancing? Ours, of course, the (rallers and
instructors. When first faced with a contra, involving
as it does dancing to the Phrase of the music, western
trained dancers will execute a ladies chain in five
beats and stop, wondering why the caller is so slow.
They'll swing for four beats and stop, because that's
all they've ever been allowed time for. (Did you ever
notice how few western dancers really know how to
swing?). When such dancers finally realize that there's
an eight count phrase for such movements and begin to
feel the mx^ic guiding their feet, smiles of pleasure
replace the frowns of concentration and they're dancing.
We western callers often fail to give them the opportunity to dance with the music. (With many of the modern

^

calls, it may

hopeless to try.)

"be

My third o"bQervation concerns the nature of a good
dancer . Being a ^ood dancer in my ^iew relates to one's
phrasing and moving wit-h it,. It has nothing to do with
the nnmlDer of patterns or calls that one may have memorized.
Masy ';/o stern ciancsrs who know 150-plTis hasics
can plod to the proper position, staying right with the
caller in the race 'oetween foot and mouth, without the
slightest concsssion to ths music « Unfortunately, the
western movement has tended to hold that individual up
as the model for 'oegiiinera e
'"See the advanced dancer,
he knows two hundred calls « wowl*^

\\

//

We say that "Anyono w>io ca,n walk can square dance"
and we prove itg "but we fail to teach them to dance. We
merely teach them where to w^^lk in response to commands

«-»
One of our teen-age sons has an excellent sense of
rhythm and timing, but disdains scraare dancing as "just
walking aroiind in sqiiareSo"
Another son has uncertain
rhythm and coordination (speaking charitable), but he's
fascinated with squaxe dancijag beeauss it appeals to
his "pazzle eense'^ whi^h is ex^scllont. The first is a
smooths graceful dancers though he has
only a slight
acquaintance wivh square dBnce termliiology. The second
can "g^t through anything in maln--s tream-plus , but in
my opinion he "s not a dancer
f^

«-)
Tes, my wife and I still square dance, partly for
sociability, but we deplore the direction the
It's becoming close-order drill,
activity is taking.
not dancings Undoubtedly, many people enjoy it thorough
the

ly, but is it dancing?

My fourth and final observation is that the very
"best
modern callers (and I do not include myself in
that category) are those who really use music in total,
Often they»ve had prior experience
not just the "beat.
in traditional square dancing or folk dancing, or perhaps formal music training. They know the difference be
If we as dancers would entween v/alking and dancing.
courage these callers rather than those whose greatest
talent is breaking down a floor with nev; calls or unusu
al positioning, we'd have better dancing. The same requirements should hold (perhaps even more so), for
those we allow to train our new dancers.

«-»
If modern western square dancing can really get
people dancing , hearing and using the music, they're
Dancing is relaxing
not likely to leave the activity.
and fun, but solving choreographic puzzles by walking
around in squares has a much more limited and temporary
somehow all of us can
appeal.
I sincerely hope that
work together to put dancing back in square dancing. It
belongs there I
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Write: Ralph Sweet, 32 So. Maple St. Enfield, Ct.
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Yesterdi?.^ arid toaor^ow ar-9 sspr.rated "by todays
If
there were no yeEtsrday thare yotiic!. "bs no tomorrow,,
I
like to think of chem as rooms of a home,, Opsn the Gonneoting doora &r.d v/e moTS from one to tha- other e.s free
ly as we v/ish,
laeplng ths doors closed shuts us off
from too many 'Jnterssting thlng:3 « we become o'or own
prisoners!

^00 mBx:j 3q.u^.ra d^-Qcs lcc:dsr3 and callers are g3C»
aatly like 'chs-tc IThey haT3 shut themselves into a prison room of *'todA7-% coring i!.othing about "^yesterday"
i2id giviii,?,' no
tho-'ight
tomorroY", Many pf them
al)aiit
are in it just fo';- the fast tuck and when the modem
fad of Gom.oiiuat';?dy non^rirscticnal calls dies out, as
it surely s/illj they will ret'tu-ii to sslling insurance,
02.^
second-hajid ears» Some of t"iem ma.y je prisoners because of ignorance ^nd 1b,oiz of kno'iv-how in reading of
the p&,nta
IThese aro the callers aad leaders to whom I
would lifc3 to talk^- Kiis Is one way of discovering t-Xi©
t rare lis d from yasterday
roiite th?.t 8«iuare daiicln,£: hcss
to tcday^ I<i -'ii;: coi^a ^: '^i^noiusif and £. gresi'l J:3s2.
of tins "but tiiv :i'38-cCLts will "bs tiror-thwhileo
=^
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Hnrdreda of ooofe and pamphleta have "been published on the subject purchase as many as you can find.
Haunt every secocd-hasd bookshop you come across and
hunt for the older books and magaslnes©
Attend every
J

church "bazaar in yotir neighborhood.'. I have picked up
several valuable old dance books from such a source.
Write to your local and state historical societies for
information and help in tracing old-time fiddlers and
callers. Above all, do not neglect contacting the Libra
ry of Congress, Serials Division, in Washington, D.C.
Go to auctions that are being held to settle an estate
where everything m-ast be sold. Get acquainted with auctioneers and second-hand book dealers. They can pass on
many important leads to you in your hunt for old dance
books and allied material. You should not overlook the
American Antiquarian Society of Worcester, Massachusetts. They have an important collection of early American dances and music.
Cultivate the acquaintance of
old-time dancers - every town has them, and they are
usually vjilling to tell you about the dances they used
to do when they were younger. The Mormon Church can ren
der invaluable assistance too.

C\9 QyO
Your local library is often a good source of backthe Encyclopedia Britannica and
several similar publications. Many libraries have micro
film reels of copies of your local newspaper, Sead the
reels of back issues of fifty and more years ago - you
v/ill be amazed at the amount of dance material you find.
Your county or local historical society might have back
issues of newspapers that once were published in your
area. Read them. Especially the small town newspafjers
In
with their interesting "County Correspondents",
number
incredible
v;ill
find
an
you
their weekly columns
of accounts of local dances, dancing schools, etc.

^ound material; from

All of these things are going to take time and an
infinite amount of patience. You are not going to find
all of them at once. It takes yestrs to become a knSwled
Every journey begins
geable person on any subject.
with the first step, and any step that you take along
the lines mentioned will be a step in the right direc-

tion.

Going into the "tomorrow" room is another matter.
make a good start by saving all of yoiir dance
programs that you have obtained at your larger club dan
ces and festivals.
Th.e dance directions that come with
every square and round dance record should be preserved.
Likewise National Square Ee.nce Convention programs.
State and area-wide square dance festival programs, especially the ones that give the name of the dances call
ed by each of the visiting callers^ A collection of modern square dance pictures, advertising of ;-<qu'='.re danaa
costumes, all of these should find a place in your collection of dance material to be housed in your "tomorrow" room book shelvss.
Don't overlook preserving copies of the record companios stock of square and roimd
dance recordingSj

You

colli d

•

Many of the above may be- had for the asking and
saying that you
writing of a lettei%
I am not
should purchase every square and ro'uid dance record
that is on the market, or that you should subscribe to
every squr^re dance publication^ But save as many as you.
possibly can. These are the common things that surround
every square dance leader and caller and for that reason they are the things that £,re moft frequently thrown
away as needless trii'th and cul'jh of today^ Tomj)'r??ow you
will bo glad that you saved sunio of themo
the

seems as
li
though c-esry caller owns a ta,pe machine
Type every square and round dance recording in
your possession, Tape yourf^elf calling at a dance. Get
on tape the voices of your friends who also are callers.
Tape the conversatlors you have with old-time dancers
Some time
somebody will rise up
and
and fiddlers.
shout "hoaannah" tha,t you did just thato
.
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ty LAHHY JBUHINGS
"They're all the same - but they're all different"
Sarah Gregory said ahout the various Boston
They're all the same area Hew England style dances.
they use the same calls and often the same dances - "but
they're all different; each series has a personality of
its own.
Each personality offers an interesting dance
experience, and I urge every dancer to judge each series for him/herself. You may perhaps want some guidance
in getting started, and I would like to share a thumbnail sketch of each series with you.
is what

The CIB "Tuesday Night Eance" represents Squares
They feature exciting live
and Contras at their best.
The calling is the best in
music and zesty dancing.
town, and the only problem is how to cope v/ith success,

I

z

The UEFFA Contra Series is the only one which purports to offer something different: a different musical
group each month, so you take a pleasant chance with
The calling is shared around and no
this series.
The series espouses "investment in
Squares are done.
your dancing future" and is likely to have the most
challenging dances, though, because of the limited
genre, it is fairly easy to get by by engaging the mind.
It is also the only non-CDS series accessible by subway,

Z

I

Ted Sannella's Concord series is the longest runThe music and calling are
ning in its present format.

o
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tried and

and have a solidity which goes well with
couples and their teen-aged offspring to
whom the dance is prsdominantly directed. It's easy to
feel comfortahle with this groTip, bat the hall is likely to he f-cill, making tt a little hard to identify with
the heart of the dance
the

triie

su"biir"ban

Dudley Laufaar.-s Carlisle d.e:n.GQ draxvs a mixed
crowd of hi.-; fclloweTS and of local people (i.eo people
who only go dancing if the dance is in their town), .Dud
ley likes to create a fselir.g of spontaneity and also
to cater to local people., so one shouldn't look for
much formal teaching at these dances .. .hut they are the
closest thing to "let's dance "^

Th-3 C3m.Tio2. GroTond xec.tures
professional music and
calling by :h6 sajic Sarc.h Gregory mentioned earlier.
Dancing is -^akan Bsriously here, but there is a fairly
I'BZ'gs fraction of h^ginners. Since these dances are not
likely to be
Cv-arcrowded, ?. beginner looking for individual attention and s^Tiapathc'tic recepfcJ.on might v/ell
find it hers.

The l;.cai-ing Jelly dancrs a,rs really parties given
by the musicl.an.Sj, who are present in large numbers.
There is a fisliiig of friendly informality enhanced by
Ean Watt;,, wrio shares the leadership with guest callers,
English we vvell as IJaij England dances are done, and.
OYBvrrowlins is not likely to be a problem^

The Tony Parke s /Donna Hinds dances make use of
some of the Tuesday Night personnel in a small town set
ting. This is also the most recently established series.

11

so it is not yet clear what personality the mixtiire
will produce. You might find it fun to drop in and help
to mold it,

Z

1

mention Roger VHiynot's record dances
I might also
Roger chooses a rery
in Belmont on alternate Fridays,
interesting variety of material. In spite of "being on
the MBTA. and open to all comers, these dances have a lo
cal flavor, Ted Sannella also has a series of locallyoriented dances. In many ways these local* dances are
probably the best places for a beginner to feel comfortable: they do not tend to be overcrowded.

Remembering that we are considering regular New
England style dances featuring live music, the above
listing is complete for greater Boston to the best of
my knowledge, CES, NEFEU, and other organizations present additional parties and specials, and you will want
to keep an eye out for these. It is difficult for me to
conceal my opinion that the action follows the live music, and that by concentrating and doing his/her homework, a zesty beginner can be part of that action in
short order.

One of my pleasures is to talk to people about
dancing, the more so to direct someone to a dance he
will enjoy, even if it's not my own -favorite; "so- stop
by and talk to me sometime.

from BOSTON GMTRE NBl'SLSTTER

J Z O Z
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I hfc.T3i.*b & QLj^o''^ of Jrl-3h blood in me. And so, .-unlike many AffiRrieatii3 I did nou come to Ireland looking
for relatives, I cama for the miisiOo
^

As a prodnat of the Aicerican folk revival of the
late fifti33 anl early f^ixtias, I had been expoced to
drits and dra,l33 of traditional Irish t'ones. It was evident tha,t there waa a dlreci; lirk "between th35?e times
and ina,ny traditional Arj3rlcan aongs and melolles, and
so I was determined to experience Irish music firsthand
as it is pl9yed in the co-untry of its "birth,
I came. I
listened, I v/as c02ifi"QGred,
fifteen S'-ears ago the likes of Pete Seeger, Ivan
Mac Coll, Joan Baez and ma.ny others were instrnmental in
re -awakening a, great many Americans to their mnsical
heritage. But what I hadn't expected to learn was that
there is a great difference between a folk revival and
sn ongoing musical tradition.
There has never been a

13

folk revival in Ireland because one has never "been need
ed. The Irish musical heritage has been carried on down
through the generations virtually uninterrupted, ^Vhen I
first got to Dublin I made the rounds of all the music
pubs. It was an eye opener. In the first place the musi
cians sat right among the patrons. There were no stages
In many of thea©
no introductions and no pretensions.
places the musicians were not paid for their efforts,
and if they were payment usually came in liquid form.
In the States, for the most part, if you are not paid
for your music, you are considered amateurish and not
And this too, something I was to
worth listening to,
run into all over Ireland - young and old played togeth
er. There v/as no age barrier, no old musicians or young
musicians. Only musicians who enjoyed making music,

learned sea songs, ballads and love songs, I
I
came to understand the difference between reels, jigs,
slip jigs and hornpipes. For the first time I was exposed to the beautifully mellov; tones of the Uileaan
pipes. It v;as all a revelation to me.

And yet every musician I talked to seemed to say
to me that if I really v;anted to hear traditional Irish
music, the way it was meant to be heard, then I should
head f<?r County Clare. They weren^t specific about what
They
I would find there but they sparked my curiosity.
talked incessantly about a little village on the west
coast of Clare (which must remain nameless if it is to
remain little), where the sea and the rocks and the
farmlands and the music blended into one harmonious tap
estry, I thought, now, no place on earth could be that
idyllic. It all sounded like a musician's wildest fanta
sy«
But after a week in Dublin, I got so tired of hear
ing about this little place in Clare that I packed my
bags and headed west. Standing at the side of the road.

-

1^
like a fool, vith my th\un'b in the air, I began to get
Just a little edgy, especially after three hours without a lift. Ferhajs, I thought, all these stories about
Clare ^cere only a ruse to get me out of tovn. But these
ridiculous notions faded with my first ride, and as we
travelled v.'est a feeling of high expectation overtook
me.

I v/alked the last four miles. Or five miles, depen
ding en v:hich road sign I might care to believe. It was
The sun was setting over the Irans as I
getting late.
climbed the rise in the road and looked down into a val
ley. Scattered farms and -a fev: cottages in clusters sat
i-S I
walked dovm into
"beneath the steep valley v/all,
the village I wondered if I had come to the right place,
for the silence there was palpable, A gentle sea breeze
v/ezt v/histling through the telephone wires. The occasio
nal lov;ing of a cow, the brarlng of a -donkey, the barkEut one thing
ing of a dog v;as all that met the ear,
seemed incongruous - the silence and quiet was beoken
by a steady stream of automobiles that passed me by as
I walked. As I neared the pub to v;hich I had been direc
ted by the people back in Dublin, I noticed that the
sides of the road were littered with cars Innocently I
entered the front door of the pul)«
.

It was Jazjied v;l-.h people, I muscled my way through
and found a safe position at the bar. The air .was dense
with smoke and heavy with the smell of people, stout
and Jameson, There were two different sessions going on
one time, with all manner of musical instruments involgenerations,
ved,
Tne players spanned at least three
and through bits of conversation I noticed that the
crowd in the bar was made up of- French, German, Dutch,
English, American and Irish people who. v;ere talking and
listening to the music at the same time, I could not be
lieve at first, that in this small pub, in a tiny village along a road that goes ncchere, that stops at the

.
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sea, this incredilDle collection of nationalities should
find each other, and that they should all be brou^t to
gether by one thing - anisic. And from v/hat I could gath
er the music was brilliant, a little overwhelming even.
reluctantly at closing, not quite sure what I
I left
.-..had v/itnessed.
-.

)

had come there with the intention of staying for
I stayed for seven weeks. I busied myself
during the day by taking long walks along country lanes,
swimming in the cold Atlantic, making many friends. But
the evenings were reserved for music.
Every night of
the v/eek the pub was
packed with people and the ever
present strains of the fiddle, bodhran and penny whistle, I met and talked with many of Ireland's dinest musi
cians - the Russell brothers, Ted Furey, Sean Feane
But the amazing thing v/as that most of the musicians
that played there v/ere farmers or fishermen who lived
locally. They and their sons and grandsons came to play
the music that was so much a part of them.
I

-a fev/ days,

Tfhat I
hadn't realized, too, was that the Irish
traditional music had captured the imagination of many
This tiny little village had
people on the Continent.
So, you
become, in a sense, the cul de sac of Europe.
had a student from Berlin, classically trained on the
violin, listening in awe to the farmer from down the
road v;ho was playing a slip jig on an old banger of a
fiddle. Or a young girl from Rotterdam u-atching intently the dancing fingers of Mike Russell playing the penny whistle. I learned, too, of the special place of must
icians in the Irish scheme of things. The spirit of the
ancient bards poets and pipers walk the land today in
the form of musicians. Most people regard them as sort
of special, and at the same time they regard them without envy.
,

,
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I had occasion once to take a walk v;ith Ted Furey,
He had come down from Dublin for a
the fiddle player.
weekend of music, and on this sunny afternoon was exI did
pounding, with great profundity, on many things,
not believe every vjord that the man said, for I am not
that foolish. But I was taken by the spirit of the man,
and the great enthusiasm he possessed.

On the last leg of our walk we met an old man and
Ted engaged him in conversation. Ted was dropping names
and places and events of local importance that clearly
rang a bell to the old man, but you could tell that the
old man hadn't a clue as to who Ted was. He was regarding Ted with great suspicion and reserve.

Now, Ted isn't exactly the most inconspicuous look
ing person in the v/orld. He has a great, bushy, silver
beard and long flowing hair that falls to his shoulders.
He has a findness for loud, flowery, silk shirts. Many
have taken him for a sixty-eight year old hippie. The
old man was viewing him v/ith care, trying to determine
whether Ted vae a Frenchman, an Apache or a Martian,

"You must be a farmer," said Ted. "I can tell by
roughness of your hands,
the
I'll bet you've v;orked
hard all your life."
"I have," said the old man.

"How old are you?" inquired Ted.

"Eighty-seven"
"Eighty-seven!

S

Bejaybers, you look better than

I
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do and don*t you know I»m sixty-eight.
health, you look, sir".

In the pink of^

-'

"I'/hat do you do7" asked the old man, guardedly, as
if he expected Ted to reply, "Nothing".

"Well, now, you work with your hands and I work
with my head. I'm a •'"iddler, I've played the fiddle all

my life".
"I thought your face looked

old man.

,..

--

familiar," smiled the

j

His reserved and distant manner gave way immediate
ly to the friendly, joyous countenance of a child. Then
they both started yammering on about this one who died
twenty years ago, and that one who moved to Limerick,
and they headed on down the road and left me to myself.

I found that reaction to musicians to be the case
wherever I went. Musicians are put on an equal footing
v/ith magicians. I once witnessed a piper leading tvjenty
children, refugees from the embattled Bogside, from a
recreation centre, one hmdred and fifty yards dovjn the
road to a pub.
The enchanting nature of Irish music
holds the very young and the very old alike. The music
is the very protoplasm, of the race itself.

The little nameless village I am speaking of has
become a Mecca for music. People from all over Europe,
England, Ireland and North America come here to listen,
learn, and even contribute to the sessions in the pub.
truly the music of the people
The music of Ireland is
and though there have been many attempts to commercialize it, there are still many places like this one where
it remains in its pare form.

18

foreign visitors who come to
Of course, all the
listen to the music have their own traditional mnsical
heritage "back in their own home countries. But one gets
confined to small
the impression that their music is
coffee houses, college campuses and hohemian hangouts.
In Ireland, music is all around you; it is an integral
Irish culture and Irish music are
part of life there,
There is a vitality of spirit that links
inseperahle.
people's lives with their music, and it is nowhere more
evident than in the rocky, rolling farmlands and barren
It is here where the soul of the race
coasts of Clare,
seems to open up "before you.

ON RECORD

'^"^ '"'

there is hardly a Recording Company these
days that does not include Irish music of some variety
listings, there are a small number of
or other in its
specialize
in Irish traditional folk mucompanies who
sic of the highest quality. Among the foremost are:
I'/hilst

GAiilL-LIM at 5^ Graf ton Street, Dublin 2, who have
an extensive list of recordings of folk singers, ballad
ears and instrumentalists, much of it in Irish language.

CLADDAGH RECORIDS, Dame House, Dame Street, Dublin
The
2.
Chieftains are their most listed group, but Clad
dagh also records poets with their works and literary
presentations, e.g. Jack MacGowran reading Beckett,

TOPIC at 27 Uassington Road, London, WjO very extensive catalogue of English and Irish folk music,
,

MULLIGAN RECORDS are a small new group producing
some nice work.
Catalogue and distribution through
Irish Record Factors, 9 Hanover Street East, Dublin 2.

;3?
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Put together by Jack Hamilton & Ed Moody of a
Workshop at Cecil Sharp House, London, 10/5/75

Simday

Per the most part, dance workshops here in the
States, cover only one small section of one department
of dancing or its relative parts. In England a workshop
touches on all the important parts, many in detail.

At ah out 10:30, some 60 to 70 folks from different
localities gathered in the coffee-room at Cecil Sharp
House to have coffee /te and biscuits while they discussed the situation of Dance in their various locales. At
11:00 sharp all adjourned to one of the dancing areas
to get down to the real business at hand. The Southerners - that fine orchestra who played much of the time
for Ralph Page while he was in England a few years ago,
started a grand march v/hich was led by the MC John Tether into fours, thence into eights, which easily became
squares. This orchestra consists of Jack Hamilton, bass,
Alan Corkett, accordion, and Fen Hillyer, fiddle, and
they v/ere assisted this particular Sunday by Miss BarThe MC, John Tether, called a
bara Wood at the piano.
set or two, then several local Callers did a wee bit.
The Southerners have made several fine records of good
English dances which also fits well with our Traditional Dances.
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Next came what might "be called a lesson for those
miisicians, both professional and amateur, v/ith Miss Bar
bara Wood, playing an accordion and stopping and starting them, often stopping in the middle of a phrase to
advise them of some point to be accented or omitted.
Every sort of instrnment was used from fiddles to small
This valuable course went on for at
squeeze boxes.
least 3
of an hour, using such tunes as "Hinky Dinkey
Parlez Vous" and, believe it or not, "Yankee Doodle"and
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic"!

A

U

a

c

Then all chairs were brought forward and Ron Smedley addressed the group on his own special interest in
display dancing. A very interesting nicely worded discussion by others on points they felt important.
,

cue
Time was called at 1:15 and a few ate sandwiches,
etc. that they had brought with them, but many walked
up the street a couple of blocks to the Prince All^ert
Pub for their sandwiches and a pint or two of fine English beer. No American who has never visited an English
Pub can mentally picture such a fine place as there are
none in our country. Generally licensed to a single fam
ily who live in the building. They work behind the coun
ter or bar, drawing off the orders for beer and calling
orders down to the kitchen for sandwiches, or even a
full meal.
The bar or counter is usually a half crescent on one side of the room, or a straight one across
a corner, and the balance of the room is furnished with
chairs and tables for 2 or 4 or even more , plus cushion
ed seats around the outside. Inside, are quiet contented people eating a lunch and washing it down with that
smooth, tasty beer. One gets his order and finds a seat
somewhere along the line.
If you don't know the ftlks
iiext to you when you sit down, you sure will in
about
2 minutes.
Saloons in America are for drinking, but in
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are
for neighboring and sipEngland and Scotland they
ping beer and eating. At 10 minutes of two a small bell
rings signalling that the bar will be closed in 10 minutes and at 2:00, a louder bell shuts off all beverages
till 6:00 p.m. The bar tender calls "Time, Gentlemenll"
and that's it.

c

r

Q

c

i:::

Then back to Cecil Sharp House for another halfhour enjoyed by those who brought, their instruments, un
der the same talented' teacher,. Then with the Southerners playing again, several folks hoping to be callers,
lead the dancers through a tip or two, after which they
v/ere advised by
older callers on the things they did
right and also where their weaknesses were. Calling to
records is seldom a part of any dance because orchestras are usually available and the Southerners certainly helped the novice callers with the fine music that
they gave to' the caller e to work with.

r

D

Then a caller from America was introduced and ask
ed to give a short talk on English and American dancing.
He said, that there were two kinds of dancing - socalled - in America and he, like those present was most
ly interested in what is called in America "Traditional
Danciiig,"
He said that of the many dances that he had
seen in the past three Weeks In England and compared
with the same dances in his notebook, they agreed, with
However, he did
minor exceptions of a few movements.
point out that out American Traditionists vrere slightly
changing many squares in spots to have all folks moving
all of the time, and had, in many cases revised the vis
iting couple squares into all moving ones, but in the
Line, or Contra Dances, the movements were almost identical in the many dances he had seen with the same dances done in America. He also pointed out that in Contra
Dances, it was common to have 6 couples in a line, and
the dance called 12 times, so that all could have a

.
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chance
played
called
of Don
square
person

to "be both #ls and #2s while in England it was
4-5 times, then 3-^ more as an encore. Then he
a boh-tailed version of "My Mttle Girl" and one
Armstrong's "best ones "Golden Slippers", for
sets, and a Contra, "Fairfield Fancy",
Not one
on the entire floor missed a single step or beat.
,

^

D

L.

Now, one of the professional lilnglish callers, Bernard Chalk, called a couple of squares and all was topped off by the MC John Tether, v;ho v/ound up the session
at 4:00 p.m. with two interesting and fast squares.

Folks who had travelled 50 or up to 100 miles had
been treated to a very instructive day, covering many
phases of good dancing. This is much different from an
American VJorkshop, v/hich usually covers only one area
These vjorkshops are held twice a year and
of dancing.
are extremely valuable to those attending regardless of
which part of the art they are interested in.

D

u

Three more square dances will be sponsored this fall by
Fitzwilliam, N.H, group. November 6 at- Franklin Pierce
College; November 27 Thanksgiving Dance, Fitzwilliam
Tovm Hall. December 11, Franklin Pierce College. Duke
Miller calls for the Nofeember dates and Tod Iflaittemore
promisung young caller for the December dance. All dances start at 8:30 p.m. and v;ill feature live music, featuring such artists as Bob McQ,uillen, April Limber,- Pete
Colby and Joyce Desmarais

A POLISH WORESHOP for teachers, librarians, parents and
adults working v;ith children, presented by ADA: DZIEWANOWSE&, with games, dances, and songs for children, also
legends and tales, folk art and costumes, Saturday, Nov
13, 1976 at Pawtucket Public Library, Pawtucfcst, E.I,
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by NORMAN CAZDM

ei

From a paper prepared for presentation at the sessions
of the Society for Sthnomusicology held in Toronto, Ontario on 2 DecemlDer, 1973.
Continued from last issue
There are likely additional examples to be foirnd,
and if they are not yet in print or on record, they
v/ill surely turn up. V/ith my initial innocent disclaimer of tune relatives thus chastised I take some small
consolation in remarking on how many of the instances
have been collected within the northeast lumbercamp tra
dition, the cultural i3ervasiveness of which I had empha
sized in my study of occupational vs. regional orientation cited earlier, from which the places v;here such
relatives might best be sought might better have been
predicted.

But I was destined to suffer more serious indignity than merely these repeated proofs of my error. For
it became obvious, from the number and the variety of
sources of these undeniable tune relatives, that there
must have been yet others of at least comparable family
resemblance that I had previously overlooked. Hence to
achieve proper correction I was forced to v/alk the road
again, so to speak, and if need be to walk the same
road again and again, carefully examining afresh much
ground that I had previously passed over in haste. And
report, just as I am also ashamed to reI am glad to
port, that I had been gailty of niamerous oversights. I
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tell of them here as a form of penance, in the manner
of the broadside ballads of piracy and their inevitable
gallows endings, as a moralistic warning to others.

«-»
/

Mord'SerioTiSly, it may be ..iirged that the
tracing
of
presumed
relationships
and
derivation
of
amomg tradi
tional tunes, specifically within the Anglo-Jjnerican
song repertories, has not yet been groiinded on adequate
scientific theory. Current efforts tend to stress identifiable but mechanically determined outward manifestations of the sound signals of a tune, rather than the
core features that make up its inner musical shape Com
puterized techniques for storage-and-retrieval now convey more of a flair than the information systems of die
tionary type they have replaced, yet they still function tangentially compared to the instant identifications attained intuitively by the alert transcriber's
ear. We have some indication that the initial difficulty lies in the prior determination, which subsequent
programming can only fulfill, of which characteristice
that may be isolated out of a tune contain the critical
information sought, which informational bit is therefore essential and Integral, which parameter it is
therefore useful to enter on a program, as over against
outwardly similar aspects which are inconsequential and
misleading to the purpose, which supply accidental
"noise" rather than information, which overwhelm computer memories with haystacks of marginal data rather
than v/ith the pinpoints sought,
I submit that little
progress in this direction will obtain if we classify
tunes, let us say, according to their first melodic intervals, in the manner of the Barlow-Mogenstern "quicky"
theme-f inders , without first determining whether the
interval is measured from an upbeat or a downbeat, whe
ther it occurs from a long or a short or a repeated
tone, whether it is the same for all verses, and wheth
er it need be present at all. And while numerous ongoing studies, in particular in some eastern European
countriers, have produced interesting interim results.
.
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GSORGE T(H07 - Balkan Dances
CC3MY

mYLOR

- International Dances

CHABLIB BALDWIN - New England Sq\iares

HALPH PAGE * Contras & ^Lancers
December 28th I976 to January 2nd 1977

at
KBEKB SIL&TE COLISGB, EBBNE, N.H,

LLOYD YOUNG BUILDING

$71.00 for ftill session. It includes 3 meals a day, instruction classes mornings and afternoons, evening parties, evening snacks and, of course, an unlimited supply of hot coffee and tea all day.
Your reservation, plus $15 deposit EBR PEBSCM, should
te sent to: AI^ PAGE, 117 Washington St, Eeene, N.H.
33^31' Same address for further information about motels, etc.
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at least for limited repertories it woiild be more can
did to confess that in the present state of the art
the straightforwardly intuitive recognition of times
by ear, and applying the rnle-of-th-unilD labels consisting of early sotirce titles, employed by that true pioneer Phillips Barry, proves to be the most effective
and convincing yet devised.
,

«-»
A further difficulty in the tracing of tune fami
lies within the tradition here considered has been
pointed out eloquently by Samuel Bayard, It relates to
the decision on hov; wide a range is given to the concept of a "tune". Do we group together as probable derivatives from a presumed common source just the twigs
on a single branch? Do we relate, or do we view as dis
tinct, tunes ths.t seem to cluster on parallel or adjacent branches? Or do we Itimp into a single large class
all fruit that seems likely to have come from the same
tree however wide spreading its branches , or even from
neighboring trees in the same orchard? Bayard suspects
that the number of truly distinct tune families within
a fairly unified cultural tradition, judged after a
rigotous vjhittling avjay of non-essentials and pushed
sufficiently far back in time, v/ould prove to be quite
small. John Ifard proposes that more seemingly different tunes than we might guess form merely variant swgerstructures on the same ground, or in another sense
are alternative outgrov/ths of a raga- like underlying
structure.
My task here is not to pretend to nor to
attempt a new ans^ver to these fundemental questions,
which will not come to pass quickly, *but rather to ill
ustrate how the pitfalls abounding in this insifficient
ly explored field have impeded the task of tracing a
particular tune, hoping tht^ to blaze a somewhat larger
trail to eventual insights by travellers yet to follow.
Let ipe walk the road again.
,

«-»
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Bayard rightly believes that resemblances among
phrases of different times must often be judged separately.
In the common abba phrase sequence most relavant
here, two given tunes A and B may share a clearly similar phrase a but differ strongly, or somewhat, in phraFurther, a given tune C may lack a
se b or vice versa,
phrase b altogether, tune D may present similar phrases
in a bs^/b sequence, tune E may consist of baba tune F
may have to be suonatized as abb's (meaning that a variant or dovsloped form of phrase b appears with some
regularity), and the like. On the other hand, it may be
legitimate to deduce that at least sometimes the more
dirsc-^ly tr?,ceable derivitive, so to speak, the close
cousins within a given tune strain, will tend to share
a completely crystallized phrase sequence of some indicative value to reconstruction of the tune's history,
,

substance to Bayard's caution
V/hile there is much
as to some independence among phrases within tunes, especially relavant to the type here considered, in the
particular instance I do not undertake to pursue its
teachings, simply because that would lead -as down too
As
many forks in the road for the present purpose.
Tunes l6 and 20 on my chart show, it is quite arguable
that a tune clearly related ti» "I walk the road again"
in its a phrase, and in much of its b phrase, nevertheless shows a sufficientliy distinctive cadence for that
b phrase to encourage its classification as to a "different" tune sj7rain.
To regard it as merely a more remote or collateral "cousin" belonging to the same family, we might point instead to its demonstrable similarity in so many other respects, which cannot be regarded
as coincidental; and a decisive piece of evidence for
that view appears wiith Tune 5» which for the text derivation is too important to overlook. Yet if we were to
look into the entire range of potential relatives of
our tune that might share one of its
phrases, and that
only by perhaps remote matching, our journey might falFor now, let
ter from our dawdling in too many byways.
us rather walk the main road again.

.
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these gro-unds not deem a time closely
I shall on
related to Trine 1 if its a phrase does not reach the oc
tave as its high point in a single contour shape. Without such a limit, all the numerous relatives of the
very widespread tune for "Willie Reilly and His Colleen
Bawn" would come into the fold. Tune 21 gives George Ed
ward's version of that song, and he sang a closely simi
lar tune for "Captain Walker's Courtship". Likewise,
phrase h of this now limited family will "be deemed to
require a characteristic descent telow the dominant pri
or to the cadence, else all the many versions and proge
nt of "Brennan On the Moor" would divert our attention
from closer relatives,

«-»
Briefly, so as to focus on one or another definfeature of our "basic tune, I do not include in
able
this survey all possible relatives and their remifi cations, "but merely those significantly similar overall,
and which I ought therefore to have spotted in my initi
Yet it is also the range of variation in
al search.
features, demonstrated
v/hat I have treated as integral
in the undeniable relatives kindly called to my attention by others, that pointed up family features otherTo make up for earlier
wise passed over too lightly.
haste or carelessness, I have accordingly retraced my
steps, walking the road again and again, with the following results:

<(->
Joyce's Old Irish Folk Music and Songs gives the
tune, without text, under the title "My Irish Molly 0"
able to locate the original publica
I have not been
tion dated 1842 to which Joyce refers, called The Native Music of Ireland . But it establishes an early date
for our tune, and I quote Joyce's words on the pervasiveness of the tune family: "its for the air, I give it
from memory; and my setting hardly differs from that
I learned it in
given in the above mentioned work.
childhood from the people all around me, with whom the
song, both air and words, was in great favour." Joyce's
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ttme, taken without change from, an earlier edition, was
adapted to a newly written text "The Willow Tree", to
posslhly
another called "The Gallows Tree", and to a
traditional Ai3Stralian text "Jim Jones",

To

"be

concluded

<(-»
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Yov. should know about the DON ARMSTR5MG CONTRA INSTITU!r]I] l^oYB^nDQT 25-26-27-28,
1976, at the Ramada Inn,
iParther
information
from Bill & Janls
EinghaL^tcnt N.Ya

Johnston, Bi^x 523, Skippack, Ba, 19^7^.
Write to BkY REC0RIB,l5l6 Oak St. Suiiie 320-S, Alaiiieda,
Calif. 9^501, asking f«r their listing of new records.
There will Iq SQUARE mNCE WORKSHOP at the Per Center,
N,Y, featuring DICK LEGER. Sessions
geared to University students (beginner-intermediate)
level, hut the public is welcome . lurther information
iEN or AUPOR CZQMPO or BESS KOVAL 607-753-^9^^5.
SI3NY at Cortland,

Write to D^VID HENRY, 26 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y,
10003 asking information about proposed Polkdance Ski
Trip to Switzerland with MDOR CZOMPO teaching Hungarian dances; lA VI D HENRY teaching Greek dances and C&RMEN IRMINGER teaching Swiss dances. Better yet, phone
Dave at 212-673-^769.

Write CYNTHIA ROBBINS, 156 East 52nd St. New York, N.Y,
100'22. for information about NEW WORLD RECORIB.
Write GLEN NICEERSQN, 6o6 Woodland Way, Eent, Washington, 98031 for information about his contra dance series the 5th Saturdays of the month,
TEX&S INTEENATIONAL FOLK DANCERS sponsor their 29th an
nml THANKSGIVING FOLK DANCE CAMP. Faculty rAJTEOR CZOM*
PO, Hungarian dances; GEORGE TOMOV, Yugoslavian dances.
Write tham at 553^ Holly, Houston, Texas, 77081,
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FISHER >S HORNPIPE
- 7 etc. active
Couples 1 cross
over
Do NOT
ij-

Active couples turn out, go down the outside of the set
Come back to place
Active couples join right hands and v/alk down the center of the set
Same v;ay back to place and cast off the second couple
Right hand star vjith the couple below (couple 3)
left hand star back to place
Right and left four with the couple above (couple 2)
Source: " A Collection Of the Newest And Most fashionable Gotin try Dances And Cotillions" The Greater Part
by Mr. John Griffith, Dancing Master In ProvidenceirR.I.
1788. Said to be the first dance book published in the
United States.
"FISHER* D HORNPIPE" is found in ncore early American
dance manuscripts than any other dance, so it must have
been a popular dance. Variations abound. The tune has
been a favorite among fiddlers down to the present day.

Why this particular version of the dance, as given here
did not survive jasseth human understanding. I will not
attempt to give a reason - make up your own J
This pstrticular version of the dance may be danced as a
duple minor IP your group are experienced contra dancers

An excellent recording

is the Polk Dancer #1071. Another
excellent recording is on Ralph Sweet *s album "American
Country Dances of the Revolutionary Era" CDIC-1. Por a
copy of this IP ^/rite: Box 502, Bolton, Conn. 06o4o.
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Seq-U3nce:

YOUR

mim

SiiiiCE

AROUND MB.

EOmY

Introduction - figure ^ice for heads - break
figure twice for sides - ending. MacGregor
693Ii fi-s it perfectly

Intro: Fat your arms around ycur^hcney

.

.

Swizig her.up a,nd dov;n'.
All four ladies chain across
icu turn the girls around
Join your hands and circle left
You circle left the ring
All the way you go around
And list3a while I sing
All four ladies chain right hack
And ladies don't be late
Do si do yoT-T corners
Come back and promenade (all sing)
Oh, Oh, I never knew a girl (boy) like you.

Figure:

Two head couples square through
It»s full around you go
Right hand star with outside two
You turn that star around
Heads to the center with a left hand star
You turn that star around
Corner right with the right hand round
Your partners left hand around
Swing your' corner lady
You swing her round and round
Allemande left just one
Come back and promenade (all sing)
Oh, Oh, I never knew such a girl /boy like you.
We got this dance many years ago from V/alter Meier.
It
is given here after being reminded of it by Ed Moody,
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ENGLISH FOLK DMCING WITH THE SOUTHERNERS LP
Don't "be fooled Ijy the name. Most of the times are useable for contra dances and New England- type squares. It
is the third LP from "The Southerners" which specialises in traditional music for English dances and operates
mainly in the south of England, hence the title. There
are some American and Canadian tunes here, such as "Jack^s Life, Ah, Les Praises et les Pramboises, Calga
ry Breakdown, Up Jumped the Devil". There ma; be other
orchestras in England who are, technically, as good as
"The Southerners" but, these men play from the heart and there's the difference'. An excellent recording. Two
of my favorite tunes are included: "McQuillen's Squeeze
box, Rolls tone Mountain".
y;

BIG CIRCLE MOUNTAIN D^NCE MUSIC LP recorded by The Ston
ey Creek Boys of Western North Carolina.
Lovers of Southern mountain music will surely want to
obtain this excellent LP. The project was supervised by
Glenn Bannerman. Side one had an Introduction and calls
by Glenn; band a, a medley of tunes for big circle dan
cing; band 3 tune Down Yonder. Side B has 3 bands, all
suitable music for Big Circle Dances. An excellent recording. Polkcraft LP 36,

PHRASB CRAZE SQUARES for Good Times. Grenn LP 43014.
Lawdyl Lawdyl What are you sitting on your big fat hands
f*v^ Get moving and purchase this LP, especially If you
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like ¥ew Engl and- style sq-uares. Twelve squares, all per
feetly called in understandalDle English and directional
calls. The Grenn company has gathered together a dozen
of Dick Leger's called recordings and pressed them on a
single platter. I've said for years that Dick Leger was
the "best caller in the country. 3f course, I'm prejudiced and freely and gladly admit it I Maybe my two favorites here are on side A "The Sherbrooke Caper" and "Gha
rming Billy-', probably because the tunes have always
been favorites of mine, An excellent LP.

kmRlCim COUNTRr dirges

of the HBYOLUTIOMRT ERA Prtduced by Conn. Commc On The Arts throiigh the Connecticut fecundation Por The Arts.
.

This L? is the result, of the cooperation of two" orchestras - "The Fifer's Delight" and "The ViTlaige =Idiots'^
There are S dances here from Ralph Sweet ^s book "iJGho
ice Selection of American. Country Dances of the RevolTi
tionary Era". With ^ dances to a side you have enough
music for each dancer The recording is more than listen
able; it's danceabie . «ne tune Sweet Richard, is perfor
med in an 18th century arrangement using period reproduction instruments. As the record sleeve notes "An. interesting dance, this would make a nice demonstration
numTier for a Bicentennial program ."And that it woulill
The tunes were taken from manuscript collections made
here in the States between 1775 and 1795 and let me be
among those who raise their voices in praise of this re
cording. An excellent LP,
.

Please write to The Library of Congress, Mtisic Division
Washington, D.C, 205^J requesting their folder S^olk Music In America. 15 IPs are proposed in all, 5 of them
now available at $6,50 each plus a 0.5^^ shipping fee.
The series is published as part of the Libreay's Ameri
can Revolution Bicentennial program with a grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts,
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¥ith the Bicentennial Celebrations and their preparations a topic of discussion among so many and "because square dancing is very much a part of our heritage a group of dancers who have danced on Tuesday
nights ar Mockingbird Hill in Minerva, N.Y, since May
28, 197^ decided to learn and do for their own pleasure
some of the dances enjoyed by our Colonial ancestors.
,

Mary and Bill Jenkins of Mockingbird Hill in Miner
va, square dance leaders, have danced contras and atten
ded contra panels and clinics at National Square Dance
Conventions for the past eight years, have a fine colTo conlection of contra books, manuals and records.
vert others to thi» pleasant way of dancing was their
aim and desire. During the 2j- to 3 hour dance sessions,
at first, a couple of contras were done. Gradually
their repitoire increased and by the end of 1975 they
were dancing contras only - except for their good night
dance - a modern square dance, "A Light In the Window".
the
To share with others the fun, the beauty,
and
friendship of Colonial dances, contras, quadrilles,
the
traditional squares, was the aim and purpose for
the celebration of the 200th Birthday of America. Each
appearance has been their way of saying "Happy Birthday America",

The Adirondack Colonial Dancers have accepted ev
ery invitation to share their "happiness" with others.

3^
Their first public appearance was in August 1975 when
they and other sq-uare dancers in Colonial cost-ume danced twice at Minerva Bicentennial Fair, No electronics
allowed - so a new experience of dancing true Colonial
style to the music of fiddle and piano. Because of the
great number of dancers who joined in the celebration,
they took turns dancing on the outdoor stage. No music
was wasted for those v;ho were not dancing on the stage,
danced - as many of our ancestors did - on the grass in
the newly mown fields.

The second puhlic appearance was in September at
the ilaming Leaves festival at lake Placid, N.Y, home
territory of the majority of the dancers,

Z O I
In October, the group attended in Colonial costume
a bicentennial Dance in Rutland, Vt. Here they were ask
ed to do a colonial dance and did the "Lancaster Reel"
their first "on the spur of the moment" demonstration.

During the winter months of late »75 and early '76
Adirondack Colonial Dancers under the sponsorship
of the Northeastern Zone of New York State Retired Teachers' Association, entertained on seven Sunday afternoons at Nursing Homes in Ogdensburg, Plattsburgh, Lake
Placid, Elizabethtown, Ticonderoga and North Creek. Res
idents, staff, and visitors enjoyed and
appreciated
these programs and the dancers were assured they would
always be welcome to return.
the

In April, the group not only entertained with the
Colonial dances, members at the AiiRP meeting at Long
lake, but also presented a program of dancing in which
the audience participated.

Two performances in an evening is not unustial. la
May, the group entertained at a Senior Citizen's Center
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from
8 to 9 P-ni, and at 10 poin, enterin Saranac Lake
tained at a special meeting of the Eastern Star at Lake
Placid.
During J-tily, the Adirondack Colonial Dancers
have had a busier than usual schedule which has meant
many miles of driving and many hours of travel, but all
of this has been done in the
spir'Lt of fun, fellowship
and celebration, shari-i.^ v/ith others their motto "Courtesy, Cooperation and iiritliusiasiQ",

At Indian Lake, they participated in the Town's Bicantennial celebration by giving a dem:v:.strat ion during
the Sqiiare Dance, The same ciTenir-jr ^-^-Qy appeared at a
rather late hour at Long Lake's Bicentennial Ball. Both
perf orma'nces had a most appreciative audience. Patriots
Itety in
Min?rva found the Adirondack Colonial Dancers
performing on the new bandstand.
Appearing with them
were four couples of the »76"ers - children in Colonial
costume - who hcve learned soino of the Colonial dances
as well as modern sq^uare dances with Mary & Bill Jenkins as teachers - leaders.
At the site of the N.Y. Festival Barge at Crown
Point, in spite of the fact all entertainment had been
cancelled because of rain, the Adirondack Colonial Dancers entertained a most appreciative audience on the
roofed dock for almost an hour.
Only because of dark
ness were they forced to stop dancing and bid the spectators goodnight'.

During the festival Barge's stay at Ft. Edward the
Adirondack Colonial Dancers participated in the celebra
tion on Saturday evening and at the Barge Site and Art
Center on Sunday,
During their three appearances, the
group demonstrated different dances each time. The dances done to records were Q;uadrilles, Traditional Square
and Contras.
Contras included alternate duples, alternate triples, duples, triples, circles and Mescolanzas,
plus a modern contra using modern square dance move-
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ments and terms.
The cos times were all made by the dancers and their
wardrohes include both "plain and fancy attire".

Perhaps one thing that is most outstanding about
the group is the concern for one another. No one is com
peting and all help one another whether it be needed on
or off the
da-j.oe
floor.
When anyone is absent at a
group gathering, he or she is missed, £- member is seriously ill and the dancers feel sure it vjas their prayers and prayers of others that brought recovery and
health to the dancer. How thankful everyone is that he
is again dancing v/ith the group!

of the future of the Adiroadack Colonial
Wa.Sit
Squares? Will they continue to dance after the Bicenten
nial Year is gone? Was this just a Bicentennial Project?
Something to happen during 1977? The itdirondack Colonial Dancers will continue to dance for their own pleasure and enjoyment as well as the pleasure and enjoyment of others. They will willingly give of themselves
at all times, and will be happy to share with all their
dancing and their friendship. They will help to preserve, protect and promote Square Dancing which is a part
of our heritage, and will constantly remind themselves
and others of the fun and pleasure, grace and beauty,
friendship and joy of this activity,

Z

i

z

This group of dancers since its first session has
New members have joined
had many guests and visitors,
and not even one has dropped outi

Z

z

k day to remember was Jtme 20, v;hen the Adirondack
Colonial Dancers put on a demonstration at the Lower Ad
irondack Regional Arts Council's Spring Festival im

Glens Falls City Park with Roger Whyiiot of Prides Cross
Inga Mass, prompting* A heavy th-^inderstorm interytipted
the program, and the dancers arrived at the Queenshury
Hotel, aoross the street, a "bit earliei^ than planned.
Here they enjoyed dinner with Rogyi' and wife Hiyllis as
A b e ant i fully decorated anniversary
guests of honor
cake was the centerpiece - in celebration of the couples 35th wedding aniiiYsrsarye
t,

'

least ^ the nanes end addresses of
Tjast, btit nov
these dancers s Earold E-asheyo Eora Merrill 3 Marion Shuler, .Joy(38 & George H-untingtonj of Lake Placid; Euth &'
Carl Smiths Saranao Lalis; George & Alice DiWein, Warren
sb-uxgh; Ered Hndeisezij North Creekj Do"^ig 6 Helen Brayshaw, Lake Clear j Leon & Leo7La Fredrisks ©'t.'briels 5 and
Mary & Sill Jenkina ^ Mt-oerTao"
^

10

I

Webster -s 3rd Hew International Didtionary says it iss
"A ballroom dance for eouplgs that resen'jles the quadrilles and is pcssi'bly Daaed ca jTr^BnDh peasant dances,
2, An elaborate dancs executed ^••-n'ie^ th? leadership of
one couiiie at formal balls aiLd uiarked oy the gi->,'ing of
favors and froqusnt chanslng cf partners, 3^ A formal
ball (as one at which deVu-tantee are presented, to socl
ety, 27iiL edition: Ac oiit the year 1800 it was often dis
tingulsh^d fron the country dances o*^Grove's rictionary of Miisic and M-usloians says: "Originally a Biiiple French dance of the age of Louis HY which, according to some authors, resembled the BRANLS
but according to others, V7as a variety of quadrille".
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MD THE IFORSIGN COMMIMITY, by Dorothy
Gladys Spicer. Republished by Gale Research Co. Detroit.
1976. viii plus 152 pp, $11.00
POLK i^STIVAIS

This is a reprint of a classic first published in 1923
by The Womans Press of New York, It tontains authentic
informa'^fion about the history and origin of many of the
ethnic festivals indvJged in by settlers from abroad in
the United States. It provides detailed notes on four
specific festivals as well as the general character of
folk festivals, their social significance, as well as
preparations and techniques of producing them,
DEVIL'S DITTIES, by Jean Thomas, viii plus I80 pp. Being
Stories of the Kentucky Mountain People, with the songs
they sing. Foreword, Preface, Musical Notation. Republished by Gale Research Co. Detroit, I976. $12,00.

This is one of the most interesting books over written
about the Mountain people of Kentucky, ilrst published
by W.Wilbur Hatfield, 1931 the Gale Research Co. is do
ing a great public service in re-issuing it. It should
be of interest not only to devotees of traditional folk
music in America but to folklorists as well, to say nothing about it being just plain interesting reading, 11
lustrations by Cyril Mullen add life to the text. Buy
it. You'll not regret it.
•

Write to COUNTRY DANCE & SONG SOCIETY, 55 Christopher
St. New York, N.Y, 10014 requesting their I976 - 1977
Fall Calender of English & American Folk Dancing to
Live Music.

Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. I89O Darlee Cturt
Lakewood, Colorado, 80215 requesting their list of condance re c ordi ngs

V/rite The

3>
THANiS TO:

Karen Gottier, contra dance LP
Joe Hrltz, danco & folklore items
Terry ITlchols, photographs
Merrifran Ingvolstedj masic & historical items
Id Moody, collection of scitmre & contra dance
records
MS:M

MARRIED: Tony Parkes & Doima Hinds

mWDt Russell Msyers, Septsuoer

^

September 26

2

"Tate" Budnib, OctolDer 11

Write to Philc PuB cords, lnc« The Barny UTort-h 5'errisl3m*g
Ttt 05-!'73 asking for a catalog of their pressings. Incidently^ they have just issiied .-mother TPjl'fef.o'iarisg
Jean Garrignan "Somaage a Joseph Aliard" ±7i vhich Jean
pays homat'e to his x^redecsssor^ the legendary Joseph

A Hard

o

SUIT at Cortland is eponsoring a full chance calandar
thin coming year. Write to Ann or Andor Czonipo, or to
Bess Koval, PER Center, SUIniY at Cortland, II, Y, 130^5,
for nore information^

r-

SEAITDIA POLKDMIGHl SQCXETI sa;/;?? -^W. nffer joj. an invita
tion to continue the Bicentennial ye^ir in th? folk spl
rit of the Pacific llorthwest'S Hordic heritage hy "becom
ing a Skandia Polkdan.oe Socio 'by member.,
C^iir 12 otto is:
'If you can walky you can dance '-'^ Write thern. at Box

5378s Seattle

5

Wash, 98105 for more details.

^The more I see of sq-oare dancing:, the more I realize
that the responsibilities for its present and future
lie not in the hands of j'ast one or two people, one or
ganisation or ceveral, but rather in the hands of each
and every cne of you who has discovered sq^uare dancing
as the perfect answer for his recreational needs", BoTa
Osgood, Editor "Sets In Order"
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The following itens are from the
pages of The Cheshire Republican a
newspaper p-ablished in Feene N.H. for
85 years, tmtil i>l^, ¥e find these
old-tiae dance items of interest.
,
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2/3/88 Deluge Company Ball:The anrnial tall of the Deluge Hose Company occurred at City Hall last Jriday
evening. Notwithstanding the inclement v;eather and the
heavy snows, about one hundred couples were present,
and enjoyed the pleasTjres of the evening.
The Deluge
"boys had
expected a large party of firemen from out of
town, who had accepted invitations to be present; but
the severe storm kept them at home. This was an unfortu
nate circumstance, because the hospitality of the Deluge Company is well known, and it is believed that the
strangers missed a treat.

Besides those on the floor a large number of Eeene
people had assembled to listen to the excellent music
that had been advertised, and the galleries were well
filled. The concert was to many the pleasantest feature
of the evening.
Dancing began at 9:30, and lasted till a late hour.
Music by the Ifeene Quadrille band, with G.S.Long, Promp
ter, Geo, A. Nims was the efficient floor director.
The Deluge boys added another to the long list of
successful social events they have given in the past.
The ball was a financial success, in spite of the disap
pointment caused by the weather.

fX
2/10/88 Local ITews;- The Keene Light Giiards will hold
another of their popiilar aesambliss at the Armory next
Wednssday evening ^ Ulie military boys are adepts at plan
ning brilliant social events,

Hinsdale;- The masqiisrade ball to be given by the Sons
of Veterans this (Iriday) evening prosleas to be a bril
liant affairo J«,¥a Symonds of Era-btloboro will decorate
the hall for the occasion. o„ »„ , The Universalis b festival on ThtLTsday svGning of last week bad tlie benefit of
a deliglitfiil evening as fas as the weather ccold make
it and was in a,l.l respsi^ts one of the most successf'ul
ever held "bj this socirby. ^ .The piilharmcnio orchestra
disco-arsed fins rrasic at intervals dinging the evening
and. furnished music lor the
danse af ter^v^^rds j a merry
and participated in by 80 co-u.pleSo
ons
J

,

J

Swanzey:- The itGiTibllcan of last week speaks of an Aug'£ has a
rians&ry violin which he
ust G-emiiiaia viclli.'.
has owned 3? years vjhic'a will l^ear inspection. Somebody wr.nts ito
.

^

HSTELHY BY

IIIGHT'

The last of the series oi jj^^ivate dances at the Ar
Wrdnesiip.y ovenlr^g was by all odds the
most
brilli8.a« of this eeries of social tritanphSp and one of
the most £tioces3i*'u that Keens has seen in recent years.
Be'twsen five and siic h-:i:ndred persons on the floor and
in the balconies enjoyed the festivities of the evening.
Still the capaciaas b-ailding was oDly comfortably filled, thsre Ur?,s no crp.sh, and nothing could restrain the
unalloyed enjoyment of all who were fortimate enough to
be present.
The Armory -vvas brilliantly lighted, the
contrasting with the
bsautifnj. costnmes of the ladies
more sombre attire of the gentlemen, shone resplendent
"beneath the
^'^''aalDation, making a spectacle of gayety

mory last

a

^2

long to be remembered.

At eight 0* clock the famous Brown* s Brigade Band
first strains of the concert
of Boston, struck up the
The musical features of. the evening were to
overtvu^e.
many present those which afforded the most enjoyment,
and pleas-uze, ...* .At the conclusion of Mr, H.C, Brown*
cornet solo, as he was about to respond to the hearty
encore that was given him, he was presented with a beau
tiful flCi'al dis^;lay ofild the applaueo of the audience.
This was in the form of a yellow cornet, elegantly work
ed in ysllow straw and flowers, and mounted on a |)edastal cf green overhuLg with choice roses and other buds.
The presentation was accompanied with a card bearing
the inscription, "Presented by friends in Keene". Aside
from the many admirers of his musical skill in this
city, Mr. Brown has a large circle of personal friends,
who felt that they could in no better way attest their
friendship and esteem for him.
In an interview with a
representative of this paper, Mr. Brown expressed himself as being highly delighted and deeply touched by
this kind remembrance of his friends in this city.
Dancing began shortly after nine o'clock. The management throughout the evening was of the very best
kind, and the comfort and convenience of guests was
looked after in a manner highly creditable to those who
had the patter in charge. The effieicnt floor director
was Geo. E, Sherman, with aides as follows: Geo. M,
Eossman, John Madden, Irank &. Dort, and J.C, Jfeulkner,
Troy:- H,E, Goodrich's opening ball was a great success
over 70 couples being present and a pleasant time was
enjoyed by all.
The music was furnished by the Eeene
Quadrille Band, and the supper was one of the best ever
spread in Troy,

2/17/88 Hinsdale:- The Masquerade ball given by the
Sons of Veterans last i^riday evening was a great sue-

cess, 100 couples participating in the dance. The costTimes were gay as well as varied. Moot of the disguises
were x^rfect and chore wsre some agreea^ble and a few
disajgi'esa'blB aurpi'leos when the masks were thrown aside
and parties found how thaj wet-o 'U-Iatched up" on the
tallraom floor,,
Szcslient music was furnished hy the
1st Regiment Orchestra of Irattlaljoroj 10 pieces, M tur
key supper at the Hotel Ashuelot made evsrybody goodnatured and hapi^. The whole affair im.3 a grsat success.

East ¥estm ore la3.ds-= Bills sv?6 p^^iaA f r?: a 3 o^i>:iT. claE^io
at Oenteanial Hall, l^iixscay oTsriiag, Ta'^:, S3* Hours of
dancing from 8 to la MubIo, Westaaoreland Qo^.difille Band
prompter, Calvil Heed of Vervaont^ Tickets fcr danee 40
cents I ''A cordial invitation to allj "both old snd young"
{wid. middle-age wa prss-omo)
.,

//
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0EI2?iaiL HEIGHBCE

Sapubllcsa on^ ladj £,t the Armory ball last W33k were a '^coffee colored white dress'.
'^£3C ceding to th'i

ObssrTer,

Gbservar 1:3 very kind «& sa,ll attention to a
mifiprxiit in this pape^-'-'o Ths fc.ct is that a io:ig aq.uainbelieve
tano3 with the Cb'Servor^s ooitrjns had led us
that aur ^m:^ymD®?^' tjida- * 2^i:^r 1*li3 l&ffss^^iai^a (^"bstwesa.
a ne^jspapey and a bill-'bi^rds ^-.na tharefora i/a mailed
it our paises^ cf last week ao it first ciinii off the
pr^sSo befcye eorirdn cor-aoatlons were made.- In the ObS3TT^T containing the ahore (y33t6Tday''s paper) the
date wag printed ''R'brtiary 25'^, Before the Oooerver con
d'ades to expose other pe/pers' typographical errors agal^j it had better pat its nwn proof reader in the offies stove, saturate him with kerosene and touch a
match to htno
Th3

*"'4?

.

2/24/88 Marl cm;- A course of six private assemhlies got
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ten Tip by the yoimg
Thursday evening.

commenced at

people

Pett's Hall

Local Hews: -Thomas Maynard has j-ust "bought a beautiftil
StradiTarl-'is rnodsl violin from the hands of the celebr
ated Ai:.gitst Jeu-inda for #300. Tnis is no extremely old
fossil relic, but posse ssi^^liall tha eyupathetic quality wilh mere power than the old instruments. It stands
upon its ow::i r:-:i lbs for its superiority. Its beautiful
tone will be heaxd in Liberty Hall this Friday evening.

/'.\\

W

//

3/2/88 Winchester:- The quadrille party and promenade
concert given by the U.L.S. Wednesday evening was a
grand success; everybody had a good time. Delegations
vrere present from all the surrounding towns including
a number from Keene. The toilettes of the ladies were
many of them fine, but it is not in our line to descri
be them.

«-»
CHRISTmS ISN'T JUST FOR

KIIDSJ Give your friend a subs
cription to NORTHEBH JUNKET', Only $4.50 for the next
10 issues,

DM

CBS OF EARLY AMERICA. My newest contra dan
ce book. Send me your chetk or money order for $5 -SO &

HERITAGE

I'll mail you an autographed copy by return mail. THE
COUNTRY DANCE BOOK. The first dance book I wrote now
being re-issued. Send me your check or money order for
$5.50 and l»ll send you an autographed copy by return
mail. OR $10.00 for both to one address, Ralph Page,
117 Washington St, Keene, N.H, 03431,

Opportunities are never lost. The other feloow takes
those you miss.
If you ever get to thinking that you are indispensable,
just remember what happened to the horse when the tractor came along.

((-»

^5

Pools rosh in where v;iee men fear to tread, A chain is
only as strong as its vjeal?:6i3t link, Every dog has his
day, Gonfeasion Ib good for the so-al, i'or want of a
nails the shoe xvas loet, It^s cheaper to move than to
pay rent, and If you save the pennies the dollars take
care of themselves.
His word is as good as his "bond.. A thing -^irell bought ia
half soldo liters t-hsre^s a will 3 there's a way. A fool
and his money ars soon pe.rtsdo DonH put eJ.1 yoiir eggs
in one basket. A bird in the hand is worth two in the
busho It»s always darfcast j-osi before dawiie A word to
the wiise is s-of fie lent and All that gliders is not
goldo

In times of storm and s trass and strife,
A man can co-unt upon his wifs
To tal?3 his mind off of his woe
Fy telling him, "I told jm. cq*-K
1 h&'-iQ

a keenr

tiiicar.ny kna^ck

Of knowing how to answer back?
The trouble is 5 I must admit,
It 3s midnight when I think of it.

excitement
Confur-ion is one woman plus one left turn;
is two women plus one secret;
bedlam is three women
plus one bargain; chaos is four women plus one Itmcheon
ch3ck«

Before offering a seat to a girl, be sure she isj

•
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TILVBRNS TOLD OF TIfPLSRS

The se3.3ctmen of Massachoisetts towns, in the year 1825.
were ooliged "by the general laws to post in all taverns
the nanes xjf
common tipplers and common gamesters".
Today, such places need not post such names hut are required not to sell or serve any person known to be a
drunkard or to have been intoxicated at any time within
the preceding six months.
•*

In 1825, no person might legally buy or procure "spiritous liquors" or gaming devices for common tipplers or
gamesters. The fine for doing so was set at thirty shil
lings; of this, the complainant received jart and the
This made lawbreaking a
town's poor the remainder.
means of doing some good.
found walking on the street after ten o'
If you were
clock any night, in any Massachusetts town, in 1815.
you could be questioned by the town constable as to why
And you had better be
you were out at such an hour.
able to furnish him with a good reason, or he could detain you until morning, when your appearance before the
justice of the peace was required
If you should refuse to pay any fine placed upon you by
the coxirt, the law authorized the seizure of your goods
These could be held in custody for four
or chattels.
days at your charge. If you did not pay your fine within that time they could be sold to satisfy the assessment.

THE Warn KBAEIff
"be written about the colonial hearth.
the
warm heart of the house • Around it
was
literally
It
gathered the family in the evening, and from it came
the food which kept the settlers alive*

An epic poem could

In the great iron kettle which suspended from a crane
over the hearth the boiling and brewing was done. Meat
was roasted on a spit which turned over the fire. Sometimes a dame used a line v/hich she twisted tightly.
As the line unwound, the meat would turn while a dish
underneath the roast caught the drippings.

Baking was accomplished in the deep Dutch oven that ran
along the side of the fireplace » Brcwn Indian meal and
drop cakes of milkj, eggs, wheat 5 and flour were placed
directly on the bricks j which had to be so hot that
they burned off the black from a former baking.

Back in 1903 a Cape paper reported the elopement of a
citizen with the hired girl, and said the abandoned
wife v;as very angry because the maid left without giving a week's notice I

Take not this book, my honest friend,
lor fear the gallows be your end;
A.nd vjhen you die, the Lord will say,
'Whore is the book you stole that day?'
And when you say you do not know,
The Lord will say, 'Step down below.'
'Pears to me after visiting the city that you might say
a small town is where everyone makes his own living,

A day would be

considerably improved if it started at
some other time other than the morning.
Troubles seem to multiply a lot faster than they subtract.

48
ig'iSS^

Vile Sgv
You'll find it a lot easier to separate the yo].ks when the eggs are good
and cold. Do it as soon as you remove
then from tha refrigerator.
Gr3C"?e yriAr meas-aring cups before pour
ing in honey or molasses,

Salai oil is a satisfactory lubricant
for egg 03£.cers, msat choppers and other kitchen aids.
Compare the; cost |?9r ounce of packaged and canned groCuiie larger size may be cheaper, but somecery foods.
times it is not,

covering an ironing board, rack cover on while it
is wet. When dry it will be tight and smooth.
Hairs pray will take ball-point ink stains out of washTreat the stain as
able fabrics, then wash as us-oal.
soon as possible*
^ifhen

To make a wood screw go into the wood easier, coat the
threads of ther screw with soap.
Bumper stickers no longer wanted can be removed with
cigarette lighter fluid.
The unhappy job of snow shoveling can b^e made easier if
you rub paste or liquid wax on the shovel.
When something spills over in the oven just sprinkle on
salt immediateljjl and finish your baking. After the oven
has cooled scoop up the burned food with a damp sponge.
is a convenient way to clean a car
window steamed in cold weather.
There would be fewer divorces if the husband tried as
hard to keep his wife as he did to get her.
The good old days were when you got the landlord to fiss
anything by just threatening to move.

A ehalkboard eraser

8
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Ruth Bell & Wilfrdd Davison

POLISK FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP, Opole, Poland, July 12 to
August 12, 1977. The Kbsciuszko Foundation of New York
City is pleased to announce a new summer program in Poland, providing a month of intensive study in Polish
national and regional dances in conjunction with study
the
•f their cultural background. The course features
dances and folk culture of the Slask and R«eszow regl•ns of southern Poland. For brochure and applications
contact: Summer Swasions, The Kosoiuszkj Foundation,
15 ^st 65th St. New York, N.Y» 10021.

Are you an Irish music lover? Then you should write to
Shanachle Records, 1375 Crosby Ave, Bronx, N.Y» 1046l,
requesting a copy of "Shanachie Newsletter".
iiliiSl.
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